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ABSTRACT 
Business organisations must adopt to new technologies to improve business processes due to 

the advancement of computer technologies. Service Oriented Architectures are widely 

adopted by multiple organisations to maintain their service quality and obtain a competitive 

edge. This research paper proposes a Service Oriented Architecture design to improve 

services of British Gas, which is one of the largest utility companies in the United Kingdom. 

INTRODUCTION 

Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a software engineering technique where the 

component structuring, development, service structuring and asset structuring is designed 

using core principles of message passing (Ramachandran, 2016). Moreover, it provides the 

ability for software systems to use discoverable and published interfaces to facilitate services 

developed in a network. This research paper follows the development process of a prototype 

application with Service-Oriented Architecture functionalities for British Gas. It initially 

identifies both functional and non-functional requirements of British gas through an 

evaluation process. Then it follows web service standards set by Erl (2005) such as 

identifying service functional descriptions, task analysis and service classifications to identify 

the service structure. Moreover, the designing criteria will be carried out by developing use-

case diagrams to identify the sequence of actions, developing component diagrams to identify 

software structure and SoaML diagrams to identify the SOA. Furthermore, a business process 

model will be developed for one of the British Gas service requirements and that service will 

be simulated with costs and durations to evaluate its working functionality and efficiency. 

Finally, one of the SOA requirements will be implemented as a .NET application using 

Microsoft Visual Studio. Dissanayake (2017) proposed MLSOA which is a methodology to 

use machine learning to improve business processes via a maturity model for organisations 

following service-oriented architectures. Therefore, this model will be further explored and 

applied for British Gas service-oriented architecture to enhance its capabilities.   

 

CASE STUDY: British Gas 

British Gas have decided to change their software systems into a service-oriented architecture 

(Donnelly, 2015). They believe that it will allow them to stay competitive with the current 

trends in technology and provide a better service to their customers. SOA would allow British 

Gas to enhance their IT department to provide more value-added services. British Gas divides 

their business application into three categories: functional services, information services and 

tasks requiring human decisions (Donnelly, 2015). Thus, SOA should be applied across these 

categories. It is extremely important to identify the security criteria of the application when 

the services are transferred to SOA. Moreover, British Gas is planning on transferring their 

web services into a cloud platform (Donnelly, 2015). Thus, it allows British Gas to provide 
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services to customers’ error-free through multiple devices via cloud services such as SaaS. 

Therefore, this research paper identifies requirements for a SOA design architecture for 

British Gas and provides solutions to achieve these requirements through a SOA design 

process.  

 

Service Requirements 

Service requirements identify services that British Gas intend to apply to their SOA. Thus, 

initially, service requirements of British Gas must be recognised. Following subsections 

depict functional service requirements for British Gas. 

 

Customer Handling 

Customer handling is one of the main services that British Gas should provide through their 

SOA. Customer handling can be further subdivided into three sections to simplify its term.   

 Create customer: a new user should be added to the cloud data store. This service is 

applicable when a customer applies for a new product. Then the customer should get a 

quote from British Gas. After customer and BG agree on the quote provided, the 

customer should be accepted by the organisation. 

 Update customer: the customer should be able to update their personal information 

through the system. For example, the customer should be able to update their address 

if they moved into a new property.  

 Delete customer: there should be a functionality to remove customer information from 

the database. For example, if a customer decides to leave the supplier, there should be 

a process to finalise all the bills and close the account.  

 

Bill payments 

Bill payments are essential for a utility service such as British Gas. It can be further 

subdivided into three sections, 

 Receive bill: The process of customer receiving the bill from British Gas (attributes: 

date, meter reading, cost, usage, house number, postcode) 

 Submit bill: The process of customer paying the bill to British Gas (attributes: date, 

meter reading, house number, postcode) 

 Update bill: The process of customer updating any arrears payments to British Gas 

(attributes: date, meter reading, house number, postcode) 

 

Utility Catalogue 

The customer should be able to see information about utility services that British Gas provide 

and understand these services in depth.  

 

Make a complaint 

The process of allowing customers to submit a complaint through the website. This could be 

further subdivided into two sections, 

 Written Complaint: the customer should be able to submit a written complaint through 

the website and receive a written reply to it via email within 2 hours.  

 Online Chat: the customer should be able to discuss or make a complaint via online 

chat system, thus they can receive instant service by reducing the waiting time for a 

reply through email.  

 

Technical support and Emergency Services 

Customers should be offered technical support and emergency services when necessary. This 

service should also provide two services similar to the complaining process. 
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 Written Complaint: the customer should be able to submit a written technical support 

query through the website and receive a written reply. However, if the situation is an 

emergency. The reply should come within half an hour.  

 Online Chat: the customer should be able to discuss a technical problem or an 

emergency via online chat system, thus they can receive instant service by reducing 

the waiting time for a reply through email.  

Upgrades 

British Gas should notify customers any upgrades that they are entitled to obtain through the 

online system.  

 

Appointment Booking 

The customer should be able to book an appointment with an engineer through the system. 

Then the customer should be able to view the appointment online, reschedule the 

appointment and cancel the appointment.  

 

Browsing and Searching 

The customer should be able to browse and search all the latest facilities that would help 

them to enhance their experience with British Gas and reduce costs.  

 

Compare 

The customer should be able to compare different pricing schemes and offers available on 

products to reduce their current price or to improve their product experience.  

 

Energy usage control 

The customer should be able to check their energy usage online. This information should be 

fed into the online system through smart meters and smart heating systems. Then the system 

should automatically identify ways to improve the energy usage through machine learning 

and feed that information back to the customer.  

 

Non-functional requirements 

In addition to functional service requirements, the system should also contain non-functional 

requirements. They are,  

Non-functional Requirement  Description  

Reliability and robustness  The system must be reliable and robust 

without any breakdowns. It should provide 

services to the customer without any delay.  

 

Security The system must be very secure since it 

contains confidential information about 

customers. The back-end system of the 

application should be only accessible for 

authorised personnel of the organisation. 

Every customer account should be secured 

with advanced password encryption 

mechanisms and awide variety of security 

tools to encrypt personal information in the 

cloud server.  

 

Availability The system must be accessible to the user 

24/7 
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Flexibility/usability and efficiency  The system should be easy to use. For 

example, a customer who lacks in technical 

knowledge should be able to easily 

understand how to use the system.  

 

Reusability The system should be developed by using 

CBSE (Component Based Software 

Engineering) methodologies  

 

 

 

 

Service Functional descriptions 

Once the services are identified, the next stage is to develop a service interface (Sommerville, 

2010). Therefore, service operations and their parameters must be identified. Furthermore, it 

is important to minimise the number of message exchanges between services to improve the 

service quality (Ankolekar, 2002). Table 2 depicts the list of operations and their 

descriptions.  

Operation Description  

“Create” 

 

This operation allows the customer to create a new 

account and signs up to become a new British Gas 

customer. This information will be passed on the 

relevant personnel in BG and the customer request will 

be assessed and accepted if they meet requirements. 

Then the customer will be told to choose a quote for the 

supply.  

“Edit” 

 

This operation allows the customer to update personal 

information.  

“Delete” 

 

This information allows the customer to request an 

account cancellation process. Then the customer 

information will be assessed by BG and check for all the 

acceptable cancellation criteria (e.g.: no arrears, bills up 

to date etc.). Once all the cancellation criteria are met, 

the account will be cancelled.  

“Receive Bill” 

 

This operation returns the bill to the customer. The 

customer will have precise information about how the 

bill was formed.  

“Submit Bill” 

 

This operation allows the customer to make an online 

payment through the online system.  

“Update Bill” 

 

This operation allows the customer to make an online 

payment to cover any arrears that are due on their bill.  

“Catalogue Access” 

 

This operation allows the customer to assess a list of 

products that BG offer. The customer should be able to 

download any desirable list in a pdf format.  

“Make Complaint” This operation allows the customer to make a complaint 

about the service. The customer must provide the 

customer id and complaint reasoning. This information 

will be passed onto relevant British Gas along with the 

date and time of the complaint. A two-hour deadline will 

be set and BG must reply with a valid answer.  

 

Table 1: Non-Functional Requirements   
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“Tech Support”/ “Emergency 

Service” 

This operation allows the customer seek help from a 

technical personal in British Gas. The customer must 

provide the customer id and a description of the issue. 

This information will be passed onto British Gas along 

with the date and time of the complaint. A half an hour 

deadline will be set and BG personal must reply with a 

valid answer. 

“Upgrade” 

 

This operation returns any service upgrades that the 

customer should be able to obtain from British Gas.  

“Appointments” This operation allows the customer to make an 

appointment with a British Gas Engineer. The customer 

should provide attributes such as issue, customer id, 

appointment date, appointment time etc. Moreover, the 

customer can reschedule and cancel the appointment.  

 

“Search” This operation searches any query that the customer 

wants to find out in the website and returns a list of items 

that matches the searched expression.  

 

“Compare” 

 

This operation provides comparisons between different 

quotes offered by British Gas in terms of Electricity and 

Gas Supply.  

“Energy Control” This operation returns data about energy efficiency in the 

household and provide guidance on which areas to 

improve.  

 

 

 

 

After service description identification, service parameters should be defined (Sommerville, 

2010). Following table depicts the parameters for creating, update and delete services for 

British Gas Customers. 

 

Operation Input Output Exceptions  

Create Customer Creation of, 

Id 

First name 

Surname 

Age 

Email 

Address  

URL of the web page 

with Success 

Message 

Invalid first name, 

surname, age, email 

or address 

Update Customer Update,  

Id 

First name 

Surname 

Age 

Email 

Address  

URL of the web page 

with Success 

Message 

Invalid first name, 

surname, age, email 

or address 

Delete Customer Removal of,  

Id 

First name 

URL of the web page 

with Success 

Message 

Failure to remove 

customer due to error 

in identifying 

Table 2: Service Functional Descriptions   
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Surname 

Age 

Email 

Address 

 

customer id  

 

 

 

Service Task Analysis and Service Classification 

The basic principle of SOA is that the service could support business processes. Erl (2005) 

proposes a methodology to separate services into three different categories to identify service 

candidates that are best suited to the organisation. They are utility services, business services 

and coordination or process services.  

 Utility services: services that provide general functionality for different business 

procedures (Sommerville, 2010). 

 Business services: services that is associated with certain business purposes 

(Sommerville, 2010).  

 Coordination or process services: services that are related to general business 

procedures that contain different activities and actors (Sommerville, 2010).  

 

Moreover, Erl (2005) suggests that a service can be either task or entity oriented: entity-

oriented services are objects and task-oriented services are generally associated with a 

specific activity. Therefore, table 4 is developed to differentiate the identified requirements 

into above categories.  

 

Service  Task Entity  Utility  Business  Coordination  

Create a new 

customer 

 Yes  Yes  

Update customer  Yes  Yes  

Delete customer  Yes  Yes  

Receive Bill Yes   Yes  

Submit Bill  Yes  Yes  

Update Bill  Yes  Yes  

Catalogue Access  Yes Yes   

Make a complaint Yes    Yes 

Tech Support 

Request 

Yes    Yes 

Emergency Service 

Request 

Yes    Yes 

Upgrade Notice  Yes  Yes  

Appointment 

Booking 

Yes  Yes   

Search items   Yes Yes   

Compare items  Yes  Yes   

Energy Control  Yes  Yes   

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4: Service Classification  

Table 3: Input and Output messages for UML  
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Use case diagrams 

Use-Case Diagrams are very effective designing tools that provide an understanding of the 

system functionality from the users’ perspective (Malan et al, 2001).  On this occasion, use 

case diagram depicts the sequence of actions that the user will be able to follow for the 

identified services of the British Gas web platform. Diagram 1 depicts the Use Case diagram 

of British Gas SOA.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Diagram 1: British Gas Use-Case Diagram  
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Business Process Model using BPMN Notation 

Business process models are used to depict a set of services carried out within a business 

organisation (Dijkman, 2008).  Thus, it allows the understanding and analysis of business 

processes.  Furthermore, athorough understanding of business process models in an 

organisation allows the increase of organisation efficiently and profitability (Dijkman, 2008). 

On this occasion, a single service requirement is used to depict a business process model for a 

singular service within British Gas, which is customer handling (creating, updating and 

deleting process of the customers). Following BPMN diagram is developed to depict this 

process by using Microsoft Visual Paradigm. 

Diagram 2: BPMN diagram for Create, Update 

and Delete Customers 
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This BPMN diagram contains three separate pools: Client, Cloud Server and Maturity Model. 

The client pool allows the customer login or signup to the service. After the customer is 

logged in, it provides the functionality to either delete the account in an instance of service 

transfer or update the account in order to change the personal information about the customer.  

The application is deployed in the cloud server, which is being depicted by the second pool. 

Cloud Server, contains a database to store customer data, thus servers are not required to be 

maintained by British Gas. The cloud server depicts the business processes of data being 

added, updated and deleted from the system depending on the customers’ requests obtained 

from the client side of the application.  

 

Finally, the third pool depicts the Maturity Model of the application. This is developed as a 

result of maturity model specification developed by Dissanayake (2017), which allows the 

identification of maturity level of organisations carrying out Service Oriented Architectures 

using machine learning algorithms. This pool consists of two lanes: maturity identification 

and machine learning. As the customers use services provided by British Gas through its 

service-oriented architecture, data collected at the database will be formatted and transferred 

to the data process collector. Then this information will be passed through algorithms 

provided by Azure ML machine learning platform, which will allow the identification of 

maturity level of the organisation. Furthermore, it will provide advice in terms of areas that 

the organisation must improve in order to enhance the business processes of the organisation.  

 

For example, one of the examples of the services depicted in this BPMN process model is 

signing up a new customer. Initially, the customer makes a sign-up request. Then approval 

process from the British Gas should be carried out. If the customer is approved to be a BG 

customer, that information will be passed to the cloud server. The cloud server will establish 

a connection with the cloud database. Then it will carry out a test to identify whether the user 

already exists. If the user exists, they will be informed and otherwise, the new user will be 

added to the database and the user will be notified about their acceptance. Subsequently, 

information about the user sign up process will be transferred from the database to the 

maturity model to aid the maturity level identification process, which acts as its own service 

entity.  

 

Business Process Simulation 

Business process simulation is the process of evaluating the BPMN model by exploring the 

effect of the services proposed through the business process model.  It allows the 

identification of resource consumption such as human resources, cost, devices etc. (Tumay, 

1996). Moreover, the result obtained from the business process simulation allows the 

organisation to rethink any of the issues that could cause via the services that they are 

intending to develop. On this occasion, business process simulations are carried out for 

creating, updating and deleting customers and maturity model identification process 

following the information provided through the BPMN model depicted in diagram 2. 

Diagram 3 depicts one example of a simulation.  
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Visual paradigm allows the user to assume how much money that each task will cost and how 

long it will take to carry out that task. Therefore, assumptions were made regarding cost and 

time associated with each task. The final step is to run the simulation. When the simulation is 

completed, it depicts the duration that it will take to carry out the tasks that were set and the 

amount of money that it will cost the organisation. Furthermore, it develops simulation charts 

to graphically depict this information. It develops charts to show completion against time, 

resource usage against time, queue time, cost per flow object, cost per scenario and time 

against cost. Following diagrams depicts each of these graphs that were developed for the  

 

 

 

above BPMN model.  

Diagram 4: Queue Time Chart 

Diagram 3: Simulation for the service “Create new user”.  
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SOA Design for British Gas 

 

UML component diagram for services 

The component model must be recognised prior to the service development (Weinreich et al, 

2001). It is important to understand how each component would function and their 

dependencies, thus the system architecture will be much clear.  Sub-level components will 

depict all the internal structures of the identified components (Weinreich et al, 2001). 

Moreover, interface types between components should be identified to depict the manner in 

which the system is connected to each component (Weinreich et al, 2001). Diagram 7 

Diagram 5: Cost Per Flow Chart 

 

Diagram 6: Time and Cost Chart 
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implicates the component diagram developed for British Gas SOA architecture proposed 

through this research paper. It is being developed using Unified Modelling Language 

provided through Microsoft Visual Paradigm. It implicates the service architecture through 7 

main components along with their internal components. The diagram depicts provided and 

required interfaces through the standard lollipop and socket notations (Kobrym, 2000). The 

usage of ports implicates the connection between internal components and main components. 

Furthermore, components dependencies were added to outline the way components are 

dependent to each other in order to function successfully.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diagram 7 depicts the client interface of the application. It will be developed as a Model 

View Controller through Microsoft Visual Studio using C#. It will allow British Gas 

Customers send requests in order to create, update and delete their user accounts. It depicts 

the component that allows the data to be transferred through the service. It will be developed 

as a Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) service application through Microsoft 

Visual Studio using C#. WCF framework allows the transfer of data between applications 

using RESTful web service (Zhang et al, 2009), which is further represented through the 

internal component. These data will be transferred in the form of JSON via GET, POST, PUT 

and DELETE protocols. It depicts the Azure cloud service component. Microsoft Azure is a 

cloud storage platform developed by Microsoft that allows users to build, develop and 

manage applications (Qian et al, 2009). It provides a wide variety of functionalities to support 

service oriented architectures. Azure web server will be used to deploy the client interface 

web service depicted in diagram 7. Moreover, data processed by the WCF service depicted in 

diagram 7will be stored in Azure SQL database. Diagram 7 depicts the connection of Azure 

Machine Learning platform with the Azure Database. This allows data collected from the 

database to be passed into Azure ML. This component is used to aid the maturity level 

Diagram 7: Components Diagram 
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identification of British Gas work processes by the SOA maturity model introduced by 

Dissanayake (2017). Azure ML allows big data analysis processes using ML algorithms. 

Diagram 7 depicts the KPI metrics analyser which is connected to Azure ML component. It 

will identify which key process indicators are achieved at each maturity level. Diagram 7 

depicts the Zed Graphs components which are an open source reusable software component 

that draws graphs such as line graphs, pie charts, tutorial charts, bar charts and special charts 

to depict the graphical analysis of the data sets (Yigang, 2012). Thus, it will provide a visual 

implantation of the maturity level achieved by the organisation. Diagram 7 depicts the SOA 

maturity model component, which will process data from components depicted in diagram 

7and depict the maturity level of British Gas and areas that the organisation must improve to 

achieve a higher level. It will follow SOA maturity principles proposed by Dissanayake 

(2017).  

 

SoaML 

SoaML allows the understanding of services and the service architecture. It is the process of 

developing the service architecture via Unified Modelling language (UML) standards set by 

Object Management Group (OMG) (Delgado et al, 2010). Moreover, SoaML allows the 

service to be divided into three functions: service interface, simple interface and service 

contract. On this occasion, SoaML is used to demonstrate the service of creating a new 

customer account through British Gas Service Oriented Architecture. Following subsections 

depict how British Gas service structure can be implied through SoaML. Specifically, they 

will depict one of the customer handling services identified in the service requirements 

section: provision of memberships to new customers. Furthermore, Thomas Erl’s design 

techniques are considered when developing following SoaML diagrams.  

 

Service Interface Diagram 

Service interface diagram can be used to depict service specification model and bi-directional 

services (Elvesæter et al, 2010). It displays the communication process between the consumer 

and the provider, which is one of the SOA design principles that was proposed by Erl (2005). 

This diagram shows the service interface for the membership obtaining criteria for British 

Gas. As it depicts, the customer is the membership requester and the service provider is the 

membership accepter. Moreover, the outcome of this process is depicted in a separate 

interface: membership status. 

Diagram 8: Service Interface Diagram 
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UML Sequence Diagram 

UML sequence diagrams are used to display service choreography (Elvesæter et al, 2010). 

Thus, it shows the messaging process between the web service and the consumer to carry out  

the service requirement. This diagram implicates the sequence of action carried out between 

the potential customer and the service provider where the customer requests for a 

membership and the provider (British Gas) accepts it. It follows Erl’s (2005) design 

principles since it depicts the message exchange process between two interfaces.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Service Participant Diagram 

Service Participant diagrams are used to depict components that provide and consume 

services (Elvesæter et al, 2010). These components are people involved in the service, 

company, system, components etc. (Elvesæter et al, 2010). This diagram shows two parties 

that are involved in the service and the how messages will be interconnected to each other.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Service Contract Diagram 

Service contract diagram is designed to depict the agreement between different interfaces and 

personnel associated with the service (Elvesæter et al, 2010). Moreover, all the services 

associated with the system must agree with each other for the service to function (Erl, 2005). 

This diagram implicates the agreement between British Gas and Customer when getting a 

new membership.  

 

 

Diagram 9: UML Sequence Diagram 

Diagram 10: Service Participants Diagram 
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Service Architecture Diagram 

Service Architecture diagram is designed to display the way that each aspect of the service 

will work together to provide the required service following Erl’s (2005) principles. Thus, it 

implicates the connections between the specified roles of the customer and British Gas that 

must be followed to complete the membership process.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Service Implementation 

The prototype tool implicates the criteria that were discussed through SoaML diagrams, 

components diagrams and BPMN models depicted in previous sections. It allows the 

customer to create a British Gas account, update their British Gas account and Delete their 

British Gas account. These processes were identified as service requirements in the service 

requirements section of the research paper. It is designed as a WCF (Windows 

Communication Foundation) service through Microsoft visual studio by using C# 

programming language. WCF allows the development of service-oriented applications that 

has functionalities to send data as asynchronous messages from one service destination to 

another (Zhang et al, 2009). Therefore, this ability of WCF application is applied to develop a 

RESTful web service that supports the user handling criteria of British Gas. Following 

diagrams depicts three main interfaces of the prototype, which are customer list display, 

customer additions, customer edits and customer deletion.  

 

 

 

Diagram 12: Service Architecture Diagram 

 

Diagram 11: Service Contracts Diagram 
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WCF Service Development 

Initially, a WCF service application called “British Gas Services” is created via Microsoft 

Visual Studio. Then a database table is developed for customer data via Microsoft SQL 

Server and referenced to the WCF application. It consists of 6 columns: id, first name, 

surname, age, email, address. A service contract is developed to provide services that will be 

available through the prototype. Then operation contracts were developed to get all 

customers, get a single customer, create a customer, edit customer and delete a customer. 

This is developed as a REST service and GET, PUT, POST and DELETE methods were used 

and JSON is used as the data interchange format. Then methods were developed to 

implement services.  

 

Following this procedure, the webconfig file is modified by adding “services”, “behaviours” 

and “end point behaviours” to show how the service would run on the browser. After this 

modification, the web service is deployed. Diagram 14 depicts the JSON message retrieved 

for “find all” function. Moreover, diagram 15 depicts how the data can be filtered by the id 

by using the “find” function.  

 

Diagram 13: Service Implementation  

Diagram 14: JSON Result for find all function  
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Moreover, visual studio automatically generates the WSDL file for these implemented 

services. WSDL (Web Service Definition Language) is an XML-based language that 

implicates document-oriented services as networking services endpoints (Curbera et al, 

2002). WSDL mainly defines three sections of the web service: service functionality, 

communication structure and the location (Curbera et al, 2002).  

 

MVC Client-Side Application 

After the development of the service side of the SOA application, the client-side app was 

developed. This was developed in a form of a .NET web application via Microsoft Visual 

Studio by using C# as a programming language. Moreover, it is developed by following the 

Model View Controller (MVC) architecture.  

 

Service example 

After developing both the SOA service functionality and the MVC Client front end, the 

prototype application is ready for deployment. Therefore, when the application is deployed, 

the first screen of the diagram 13 will appear on the web browser.  

 

A new customer can be added by clicking the “Add new Customer” link. When this link is 

clicked, second screen of the diagram 13 will appear and new customer details can be added 

to the system. Then this new information will be displayed on the customer list. Then it can 

be edited by clicking the “Edit” button, which would lead the user into the third screen of the 

diagram 13. Moreover, the user can be deleted by clicking the delete button, which would 

clear all the details of the customer.  

 

Microsoft Azure 

The final part of the development process is to publish the application in Microsoft Azure. 

Therefore, initially, Microsoft azure account is created. Then an Azure web application and a 

SQL database is developed. Then the application is published to Microsoft Azure via 

Microsoft Visual Studio. Diagram 16 depicts the result when it is run on Azure, which 

implicates that the service is functional.  

 

Diagram 15: JSON Result for find function  
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Moreover, WSDL file can be accessed and as the diagram 17depicts, it is hosted on the Azure 

web server.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diagram 17: WSDL file in Azure  

Diagram 16: App hosted on Microsoft Azure    
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Moreover, MLSOA maturity model proposed by Dissanayake (2017) is displayed through the 

Machine Learning experiment shown in diagram 18. As it depicts, it imports data from the 

Azure database and carry out machine learning functionalities offered through Microsoft 

Azure Machine Learning Studio to identify the maturity level.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

This research paper proposes Service Oriented Architecture design to enhance business 

processes of British Gas. It proposes method for British Gas to stay competitive with current 

technology trends and enhance their service output to their customers. Initially, the research 

paper identifies functional and non-functional service requirements. Then functional 

descriptions were developed for the candidate service identification process. Moreover, 

following Thomas Erls’ design principles, service task analysis and service classification 

were carried out, which allowed services to be separated into multiple categories. A use-case 

diagrams were developed to visualise sequence of actions provided through these services. A 

business process model was created for a selected service (create, update and delete 

customer). Moreover, MLSOA, which was proposed by Dissanayake (2017) was added into 

the overall business process to depict how British Gas can enhance their maturity level with 

SOA design principles. Furthermore, process simulations were carried out for modelled 

services and their efficiency were evaluated and analysed. Then SOA design for British Gas 

was developed and analysed through the design of UML component diagrams and SoaML 

diagrams designed following Thomas Erl’s design principles. Finally, one functionality 

(create, update and delete customer) of the proposed SOA architecture was implemented as a 

WCF Service Application with .NET web application developed by using C# programming 

language. Then this service is moved onto Microsoft Azure cloud service to depict the 

efficient usage of acloud platform to provide service-oriented architecture to customers. The 

future work for this study involves the development of complete SOA application for all the 

requirements of British Gas. Moreover, the addition of MLSOA maturity model proposed by 

Dissanayake (2017) that was depicted in the BPMN model will allow the process 

improvement in the organisation. Thus, it should be fully developed with the aid of AZURE 

ML software. Overall, it concludes that this research paper proposes effective design 

principles and development methodology to implement a SOA for British Gas and enhance 

their business processes.    

Diagram 18: Azure Machine Learning    
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